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1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to the difficulty of handling the data required to carry out the original task, this 
work has been reoriented towards the use of vacuum solar collectors (heat pipe 
technology) to produce the superheated water supplied to the convector network for 
comfort heating.  

The objective established for this project is the reduction of energy consumption in the 
air conditioning systems and thermal equipment of the PSA Villaverde facilities. 
Currently, the energy required for these processes is obtained from gas. With the 
development of the self-consumption installation, in addition to reducing energy 
consumption, economic savings are expected due to the cost of the gas originally used. 
This question will be analyzed later. 

The application of heating pipe collectors will be studied in two different plant 
processes, of which two possible situations are considered: 

- The first of the case studies corresponds to the building's air conditioning system 
for logistics, sheet metal and painting activities. Originally, the operating 
temperature range of this system is 135/120 ºC, a value that will determine the 
operation of the heating pipe collectors. Additionally, given that among the 
subject projects assigned to the different groups there is a boiler optimization 
process, the case in which the temperature demand referred to the solar collectors 
is 85/75 ºC will be studied. 

- The second of the cases to be analyzed is the generation of heat for production in 
the painting section. This heat is used in the curing chambers. As in the previous 
case, two possible temperature demands are studied: 135/120 ºC and 85/75ºC. 

For each of the possible operating temperature ranges, it is intended to analyze the 
possible economic savings, as well as the return period on the investment of both 
facilities. In this way, it will be established which project and generation conditions are 
most beneficial for the company. 
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2. PROJECT PLANNING 

The organization of the Project has undergone numerous variations throughout its 
development. Originally, the project suffered a delay due to its assignment, since the 
type of data to be handled was far from what was proposed in the subject. Additionally, 
the original problem exclusively analyzed the air conditioning system in the 135 / 120ºC 
temperature range. 

All the modifications made in the range of cases studied as well as the development of 
the different procedures carried out within the study are shown below: 

Figure 1: Project planning diagram 

 The periods shown are related to the weeks available from the date originally 
established for the project assignment. The first one shown is the week of February 9th. 

Other relevant dates indicated are the week of delivery of the preliminary report, on 
March 2nd, and the final delivery, on April 25th. 

As indicated above and seen in the graphic, the modifications made to the project were 
never planned. This fact, together with the initial delay in assigning the project, have 
caused less time availability to familiarize ourselves with the software used and perform 
the necessary calculations. 

 Deadline: 11 % Completado (out of plan)Plan duration Real begining % Completed Real (out of plan)

Week

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Project assignment
1 1 1 2 100%

State of the art 1 3 2 6 100%

Project approach meeting 2 1 3 1 100%

Preliminary calculations 2 2 3 1 100%

Preliminary Report 4 1 4 1 100%

Project extension 1 (new area) 0 0 5 1 100%

Project extension 2 (Tº range) 0 0 8 1 100%

Software learning 2 3 3 7 100%

Model building 3 2 5 5 100%

Final calculations 5 6 7 4 100%

Economic study 9 2 10 1 100%

Final report 11 1 11 1 100%

ACTIVITY
PLAN 

BEGINING 
PLAN DURATION REAL BEGINING

REAL 

DURATION
% COMPLETED
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3. ESTATE OF THE ART 

3.1. The beginning of this technology 

The origin of solar collectors or at least the first invention whose purpose and operation 
is similar to that of current equipment dates back to 1767. It was Horace de Saussure 
who invented what he himself called "the hot box". This invention consisted of: 

- A glass box where the sun's rays  
- A box covered with insulating material and painted black 

This way, the temperatures that were reached could reach 109 ºC. Due to this simple 
technology was possible to develop flat plate solar heaters we all know. With them, 
people could have solar hot water in their homes. It also gave rise to solar ovens, hot 
boxes whose purpose was to cook food.  

Figure 2: Hot box by Horace de Saussure 

It wasn’t until 1891 when the first "Climax" water heater was patented by Clarence 
Kemp. This heater combined the hot box with tanks exposed to the sun and evolved 
within the history of solar thermal energy to the present day. 

3.2. Modern solar collectors 

As we just see, a solar thermal collector basically collects heat by absorbing sunlight. 
The term "solar collector" is commonly applied to hot water solar panels but can refer to 
installations such as solar parabolic troughs and solar towers, or basic installations like 
solar air heaters. There are two types of Solar collectors  

- Those that do not concentrate the sun's rays. 
- Those that concentrate the sun's rays. 

In the non-concentration type, the collector area and the absorbing area is the same. In 
these types the entire solar panel absorbs light. On the other hand, the concentrating 
manifolds have a larger interceptor than the absorber. Evacuation tube and flat plate 
solar collectors (used in this project) are used to collect heat for space heating, domestic 
hot water or cooling with an absorption chiller. 
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Flat plate collectors consist of an enclosure containing a dark-colored absorber plate 
with fluid circulation conduits, and a transparent cover to allow the transmission of solar 
energy to the compartment and they are the most common solar thermal technology.  

Figure 3: Parts of a flat plate collector 

The operating mode of these panels is easy: A fluid is circulated through the absorber 
fluid (typically water) passages to remove heat from the solar collector. In the case a heat 
transfer fluid is used, a heat exchanger is typically employed to transfer heat from the 
solar collector fluid to a hot water storage tank.   

Most of the vacuum tube collectors nowadays used have heat pipes in their core instead 
of passing liquid directly through them. Evacuated Heat Piped Tubes (EHPT) are 
comprised of multiple evacuated glass tubes, each containing an absorber plate fused to 
a heat tube. The vacuum surrounding the outside of the tube greatly reduces convection 
and conduction heat loss, thus achieving higher efficiency than flat plate collectors, 
especially in colder conditions.  

Figure 4: Evacuated heat piped collector 

The performing of these collectors is as follows: The heat rises through the interior of 
these conductors to an exchanger in the upper part of the structure, where the collectors 
will exchange energy with the working fluid, which will return to the thermal station 
through a pumping system. 
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Each heat transmitter is made up of a hermetic hollow copper pipe, inside which is a 
small amount of vacuum water. The relative pressure at which this fluid is inside is 
designed to be close to that of the melting point. 

Figure 5: Vacuum evacuated heat piped collector performing 

Once the outer copper surface encounters a heat source, the heat quickly passes 
through the thin outer layer by conduction, and is distributed among the inner walls of 
the pipe. This inner contour has a porous and rough-looking surface, in order to 
maximize the contact surface between the conductive material and the fluid it contains. 

Water, thanks to its proximity to the vaporization point, absorbs a large amount of 
thermal energy quickly to become a gaseous state. In this state, the fluid rises inside the 
conductor to the top of the collector, where the exchanger is located. 

At this point, the heat exchanger acts as a condenser and removes the energy from 
the gas to the working fluid of the thermal cycle to be fed, forcing the gas to precipitate 
rapidly. 

This heat transmission cycle is continuously repeated in each of the heat collectors, 
reaching a thermal efficiency up to 196% higher than conventional flat collectors. 
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4. PROJECT ANALYSIS 

As initially mentioned in the introduction section, the project will be developed for the 
PSA group plant located in Villaverde. The purpose of this project is to design a system 
based on solar thermal energy that allows self-consumption and the reduction of gas in 
the generation of heat. This entails an economic investment whose amortization must be 
studied. 

Figure 6: PSA Madrid’s production center location 

The Madrid Production Center is a factory for the final assembly of motor vehicles of 
the PSA Peugeot Citroën Group that is located on an area of almost 650,000 square 
meters, in the southern part of the municipality of Madrid, which has a population of 
around 3,200 .000 inhabitants, which makes it the most important municipality in Spain. 
The Center occupies a very important place in the economic activity of the Villaverde 
district due to the number of employees it employs and exerts a great influence in the 
Usera district and in the closest cities such as Getafe and Leganés. National and 
international communication is carried out through the following channels: 

- Railway: link through the halt located inside the Center.  
- Land route: through the M-40 ring road located next to the Center, which 

connects with all the highways.  
- Airway: through Madrid Barajas international airport, which is 20 km away. 

 

The Center of Madrid has a total area of 647,681 m2, with the following distribution: 

- Covered area 187,090 m2  
- Uncovered area 460,591 m2 (Parking, roads, green spaces, others) 
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Figure 7: PSA Madrid’s production center distribution 

The objectives established in this project are focused on reducing gas consumption for 
heat production in the logistics building. Currently these are the equipment used in the 
different buildings in the processes carried out in the plant: 

Table 1: PSA Madrid’s production center gas equipment in 2019 

Knowing the different existing equipment, its field of application and operating period, 
it is possible to determine more precisely the annually consumption generated. The 2 
subprojects to be analyzed have as a common point the use of heat pipes collectors for 
this purpose. Each of the 2 cases that are addressed is detailed right below: 

Case 1: The objective established in this case is the use of solar thermal collectors for 
the air conditioning of the entire building. Section 7. Annex: heating network shows the 
existing air conditioning network in the building. It is also relevant for the calculations 
made to be applicable to any year. It is necessary to take as a reference the consumption 
of a standard year. Due to the COVID situation of the last 2 years, the factory operation 
cannot be compared with that of other years. For this reason, after consulting with PSA, 
the data corresponding to 2016 is taken as a reference: 

Centro Sector Etapa Actividad/Función Instalación de combustión (unitaria) Tipo Combustible
P unitaria 

(MWt)
Observaciones/Ubicación

Madrid Pintura Cataforesis Incineración COV Incinerador cataforesis Q1 Incinerador de aire Gas + COV's 1,100 Carrocerías

Madrid Pintura Cataforesis Incineración COV Incinerador cataforesis Q3 Incinerador de aire Gas + COV's 1,595 Carrocerías

Madrid Pintura Lacas Incineración COV Incinerador lacas quemador 1 Incinerador de aire Gas + COV's 1,465 Fachada oeste Carrocerías (Oxidación térmica regenerativa)

Madrid Pintura Lacas Incineración COV Incinerador lacas quemador 2 Incinerador de aire Gas + COV's 1,465 Fachada oeste Carrocerías (Oxidación térmica regenerativa)

Madrid Pintura Cataforesis Horno Horno cataforesis Q1.1 Radiante Gas 0,876 Carrocerías - Zona convección

Madrid Pintura Cataforesis Horno Horno cataforesis Q2 Radiante Gas 0,600 Carrocerías - Zona convección

Madrid Pintura Cataforesis Horno Horno cataforesis Q4 Radiante Gas 0,405 Carrocerías - Zona radiación IRL

Madrid Pintura Cataforesis Horno Horno cataforesis Q6 Radiante Gas 0,270 Carrocerías - Batería nº 3

Madrid Pintura Cataforesis Horno Horno cataforesis Q7 Radiante Gas 0,270 Carrocerías - Batería nº 4

Madrid Pintura Cataforesis Horno Horno cataforesis Q8 Radiante Gas 0,450 Carrocerías - Zona radiación

Madrid Pintura Cataforesis Horno Horno cataforesis Q9 Radiante Gas 0,350 Carrocerías - Zona convección

Madrid Pintura Cataforesis Horno Horno cataforesis Q10 Radiante Gas 0,350 Carrocerías - Zona convección

Madrid Pintura Lacas Acondicionamiento aire Grupo aporte aire SAS horno lacas Quemador Gas 1,050 Carrocerías - Acondicionamiento temperatura y humedad aire cabina

Madrid Pintura Lacas Horno Horno lacas nº1 Radiante Gas 0,814 Carrocerías

Madrid Pintura Lacas Horno Horno lacas nº2 Radiante Gas 0,465 Carrocerías

Madrid Pintura Lacas Horno Horno lacas nº3 Radiante Gas 0,465 Carrocerías

Madrid Pintura Lacas Horno Horno lacas nº4 Radiante Gas 0,465 Carrocerías

Madrid Pintura Lacas Horno Horno lacas nº5 Radiante Gas 0,407 Carrocerías

Madrid Pintura Lacas Horno Horno lacas nº6 Radiante Gas 0,410 Carrocerías

Madrid Pintura Lacas Horno Horno lacas nº7 Radiante Gas 0,407 Carrocerías

Madrid Pintura Lacas Horno Horno lacas nº8 Radiante Gas 0,410 Carrocerías

Madrid Pintura Masillas Horno Horno masillas nº3 (antiguo H. aprestos nº2) Radiante Gas 0,584 Carrocerías

Madrid Pintura Lacas Acondicionamiento aire Grupo aporte aire nº 1 cabina lacas Quemador Gas 3,488 Carrocerías - Acondicionamiento temperatura y humedad aire cabina

Madrid Pintura Lacas Acondicionamiento aire Grupo aporte aire nº 2 cabina lacas Q1 Quemador Gas 3,489 Carrocerías - Acondicionamiento temperatura y humedad aire cabina

Madrid Pintura Lacas Acondicionamiento aire Grupo aporte aire nº 2 cabina lacas Q2 Quemador Gas 0,349 Carrocerías - Acondicionamiento temperatura y humedad aire cabina

Madrid Pintura B0 Acondicionamiento aire Grupo aporte aire cabina aplicac. B0 aprestos Quemador Gas 3,488 Carrocerías - Acondicionamiento temperatura y humedad aire cabina

Madrid Pintura Masillas Horno Horno masillas nº1 Radiante Gas 0,696 Carrocerías

Madrid Pintura Masillas Horno Horno masillas nº2 Radiante Gas 0,696 Carrocerías

Madrid Pintura Acondicionamiento aire Grupo aporte aire sobrepresión nave pintura nº 1 Quemador Gas 4,651 Carrocerías - Grupo sobrepresión taller pintura

INVENTARIO EQUIPOS CONSUMO COMBUSTIBLE (AÑO 2019)
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Table 2: PSA Madrid’s production center gas consumption in 2016 

As can be seen, the table above reflects the energy consumed due to the use of gas in 
the different sectors. For this subproject, only the data referring to "Comfort" is relevant. 
Likewise, as can be seen, the number of holidays and weekends corresponding to said 
year are indicated. This data is relevant because consumption varies depending on the 
day. 

Figure 8: PSA Madrid’s production center every month activity gas consumption  

As a result of the previous figure, it is possible to detect one of the first drawbacks of 
the project. The use of solar energy means that the months with the highest generation 
correspond to those with the lowest consumption. This is decisive for the sizing of the 
installation. 

Finally. In this case, it must be considered that the air conditioning today is carried out 
by means of fan heaters that operate at 135/120 ºC. Given the parallel study carried out 
by another group, the operating conditions of 85/75 ºC will also be analyzed. 

UTC/MET

ENE FEB MAR ABR MAY JUN JUL AGO SEP OCT NOV DIC ACUM.

Festivo R 503 398 241 41 48 13 11 104 18 21 148 154 1.701

Regulación R 0 0 39 0 0 3 0 95 11 6 187 174 516

Confort R 3.977 4.227 3.088 1.558 547 132 16 9 165 108 2.245 1.416 17.488

Alumbrado R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Producción R 1.993 2.302 1.916 1.752 1.950 1.924 1.283 813 1.352 747 1.555 845 18.431

TOTAL [MWh] R 6.472 6.927 5.284 3.351 2.545 2.072 1.310 1.022 1.546 882 4.135 2.589 38.137

VEHICULOS FABRIC.R 7.696 8.586 7.258 9.060 9.079 8.134 6.774 4.415 7.190 4.071 5.843 3.120 81.226

Festivos R 14 10 13 9 11 8 15 19 8 16 10 17 150

CALENDARIO Regulación R 0 0 2 1 0 4 1 2 6 6 7 7 36

Producción R 17 19 16 20 20 18 15 10 16 9 13 7 180

ENE FEB MAR ABR MAY JUN JUL AGO SEP OCT NOV DIC

Consumo día festivo [MWh/día] 36 40 19 5 4 2 1 5 2 1 15 9

Consumo día regulación [MWh/día] 0 0 19 0 0 1 0 48 2 1 27 25

CONSUMO GAS NATURAL 2.016 [MWh]

PLANTA.- TOTAL COMPAÑIA
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Case 2: Analyzing the different consumptions in the factory, the following data was 
detected: together with the comfort system, the paint line has the highest gas 
consumption. This is because after the cars are painted, they need a hot air curing of the 
paint. The great advantage over the air conditioning system is that the operation of this 
process is more or less constant throughout the year. 

Figure 9: PSA Madrid’s production center different activities gas consumption  

For this reason, the different existing consumptions in this department are analyzed in 
depth. This information is collected in the table below: 

Table 3: PSA Madrid’s production center paint department gas consumption in 2016 

As can be seen, the consumption indicated in "production" corresponding to the curing 
process accounts for 70% of the department's thermal energy consumption. Since it 
works all year round, the size of the installation is likely to be larger without this 
entailing a longer payback period. As in case 1, 2 possible operating conditions of the 
fan heaters will be studied: 135/120 and 85/75 ºC. 

The simulations of both cases considering different factors that will be carried out in 
the next section will allow which project and under what conditions it will mean greater 
savings for the PSA factory. 

UTC/MET

ENE FEB MAR ABR MAY JUN JUL AGO SEP OCT NOV DIC ACUM.

Festivo R 276 257 173 40 47 13 11 104 18 15 94 28 1.076

Regulación R 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 95 11 3 61 3 176

Confort R 1.134 1.325 1.126 750 537 128 14 8 163 106 747 410 6.447

Alumbrado R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Producción R 1.993 2.302 1.916 1.752 1.950 1.924 1.283 813 1.352 747 1.555 845 18.431

TOTAL [MWh] R 3.403 3.884 3.214 2.542 2.534 2.067 1.307 1.020 1.543 872 2.458 1.286 26.130

VEHICULOS FABRIC.R 7.696 8.586 7.258 9.060 9.079 8.134 6.774 4.415 7.190 4.071 5.843 3.120 81.226

#¡REF! #¡REF! #¡REF! #¡REF! #¡REF! #¡REF! #¡REF! #¡REF! #¡REF! #¡REF! #¡REF! #¡REF!

Festivos R 14 10 13 9 11 8 15 19 8 16 10 17 150

CALENDARIO Regulación R 0 0 2 1 0 4 1 2 6 6 7 7 36

Producción R 17 19 16 20 20 18 15 10 16 9 13 7 180

CONSUMO GAS NATURAL 2.016 [MWh]

PLANTA.- PINTURA
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5. CALCULUS 

Using the Viessmann solar collector catalogue, the number of collectors required and 
the surface area required for their installation are studied for different percentages of 
energy supplied by the collectors and under the operating conditions indicated. 

Case 1: climatization 

The first step in this project was to choose the model of solar collector. The Viessman 
Vitosol 200-TM collector was chosen. The table of characteristics of the model is shown 
below: 

 

Figure 10: Vitosol 200-TM 

Next, the possible dimensions of the installation have been estimated. In order to do 
this, it will be necessary to know the available surface area for the installation of the 
collectors. The collectors will be installed on the roof of the largest industrial building of 
the plant, where the paint shop is located. As detailed plans of the plant are not available, 
the total roof area has been estimated using a Google Maps tool that allows distances to 
be measured. 
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Figure 11: PSA roof 

The perimeter and the total surface of the roof would be: 

Painting surface PSA 

Total surface 82.793,08 m2 

Total perimeter 1,27 km 

Table 4: Surface data 

Obviously, not all of this area will be available for the installation of solar collectors. At 
present, there are certain air-conditioning or other installations that cannot be touched, 
space will have to be left for corridors, and space will also have to be left available in 
case a different type of installation is required in the future. In addition, there is another 
type of restriction that must be taken into account, and that is the shape of the roof itself. 
The roof of the PSA paint shop has a saw-tooth shape, which is very common in this type 
of factory. The shape of this roof means that part of the roof is shaded during the day. 

 

Figure 12: Saw-tooth shape 

The idea is to put the panels only in those areas that will not be affected by this problem. 

Taking all these factors into account, it has been estimated that the installation could 
occupy an area of 10,000 m2, which would give a total of 1,887 collectors. The angle of 
inclination of the collectors has been set at 20º. 
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The diagram of the ventilation installation would look as follows: 

 

Figure 13: Climatization system diagram 

As can be seen in the picture, the collectors would go in parallel with the gas boiler to 
provide the hot water to the fan heaters. Within the factory, the annual energy demand 
data has been entered and a target temperature of 18ºC has been set. A 100,000 l tank has 
been chosen so that the system is able to store energy at weekends. For the boiler, as 
there is no information on those in operation at PSA, it has been estimated that it should 
have a size of approximately 4.5 MW. The largest in the catalogue has been chosen, 
which is 4.2 MW. 

The simulation results are shown below: 

Figure 14: Case 1 results (1) 
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Figure 15: Case 1 results (2) 

The summer months have been excluded from the study as demand is negligible. The 
percentage of solar coverage ranges from 15 to 75% throughout the rest of the year. The 
energy deficits shown in the table are due to the wrong choice of boiler, but this is not 
too relevant as the real focus is on solar thermal generation. 

Case 2: preheating 

The same collector model will be used for this case and the size of the installation has 
been assumed to be the same. In this case, we want to heat the air that comes from 
outside and then goes to the paint oven. As it would be very inefficient to heat the air to 
185 ºC directly with the collectors, it will be preheated to 60 ºC and then it will be brought 
to the final temperature with the boiler. 

In order to calculate the power required to carry out this process, it is necessary to 
know the energy consumed in the paint ovens. Throughout 2016, 18,431 MWh were 
consumed in painting. If we take into account that there were 180 days of production 
and that there are two shifts, the average power required will be 6.4 MW. The air flow 
required will be: 

𝑃 =  �̇� ∗ 𝑐𝑝 ∗ ∆𝑇 →  �̇� =
6,4 𝑀𝑊

1,012 ∗ (185 − 15)
= 37.200,65 𝑔/𝑠 

The power required to bring the air to a temperature of 60 °C is 1.69 MW. 

The diagram of the installation will be: 

Figure 16: air preheating system diagram. 
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The collectors are connected via an installation to an energy sink which represents the 
water-air heat exchange. The power of 1.69 MW and the inlet and outlet temperatures of 
the water coming from the collector, 85 - 75 ºC, have been set in this sink. 

The results are shown below: 

Figure 17: Case 2 results. 

The total energy generated throughout the year is 3,861 MWh, more or less 20% of the 
total. The peaks are reached in summer, with almost half of the demand being covered 
in August. 
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6. ECONOMIC STUDY 

For each case, the return period for the investment made is analyzed. For this, the 
following data must be considered: 

- It is considered that a total of 1887 solar collectors will be installed given the 
available surface. Each of them with a cost of 1700 €. 

- Due to its better performance, as indicated above, only cases with a temperature 
jump of 85/75 ºC are considered in this study. 

- A combustion efficiency of the original gas boiler of 80% is considered. this 
makes it possible to determine the gas consumed. Also, gas price is set to 0,045 - 
0,0615 €/kWh, taking an average price of 0,05 €/kWh. 

- The energy supplied by the solar collectors in each of the cases per year are: 

Table 5: Energy supplied by solar collectors in each case studied 

- The formula used to determine the return period is as follows: 

This way we obtain the following values: 

Table 6: Payback period calculation information 

According to the above data, the following should be highlighted: 

- As expected, the greatest savings are produced in the paint line as its 
consumption is more constant throughout the year. 

-  It is never advisable to make an investment with a return period of more than 
10 years. In the case that said period is between 5 and 10 years, a critical 
evaluation of it in a complementary manner is advisable. 

Therefore, it is be concluded that the use of heat pipes collectors has to be oriented to the 
optimization of gas consumption in the paint department. In this way, the investment 
made will be recovered in just 2 years, a very small return period as it is an industrial 
energy project. 
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Historia de la energía solar térmica; Hogarsense; https://www.hogarsense.es/energia-solar/historia-

energia-solar-
termica#:~:text=Historia%20de%20la%20energ%C3%ADa%20solar%20t%C3%A9rmica&text=Los%20primeros%20indic
ios%20que%20tenemos,de%20los%20rayos%20del%20sol. 

Energía solar térmica; Sunfields; https://www.sfe-solar.com/noticias/articulos/energia-solar-
termica/ 

Qué es un colector solar; Certicalia; https://www.certicalia.com/blog/que-es-un-colector-solar 

Captadores térmicos, Suelosolar; 
https://suelosolar.com/guiasolares/colectores_solares.asp?de=acs 

Colector solar plano; Energía solar; https://solar-energia.net/energia-solar-termica/colector-solar-

termico/colector-solar-plano 

COLECTOR DE TUBOS DE VACÍO; Sopelia; https://www.energiasolar.lat/colector-solar-de-
tubo-de-vacio/ 

Los colectores solares de tubo de vacío; Sitiosolar; http://www.sitiosolar.com/los-colectores-
solares-de-tubo-de-vacio/ 
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8.  ANNEX: HEATING NETWORK 
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